
9.2 • THE PENN TREEBANK PART-OF-SPEECH TAGSET 5

Tag Description Example Tag Description Example
CC coordin. conjunction and, but, or SYM symbol +,%, &
CD cardinal number one, two TO “to” to
DT determiner a, the UH interjection ah, oops
EX existential ‘there’ there VB verb base form eat
FW foreign word mea culpa VBD verb past tense ate
IN preposition/sub-conj of, in, by VBG verb gerund eating
JJ adjective yellow VBN verb past participle eaten
JJR adj., comparative bigger VBP verb non-3sg pres eat
JJS adj., superlative wildest VBZ verb 3sg pres eats
LS list item marker 1, 2, One WDT wh-determiner which, that
MD modal can, should WP wh-pronoun what, who
NN noun, sing. or mass llama WP$ possessive wh- whose
NNS noun, plural llamas WRB wh-adverb how, where
NNP proper noun, sing. IBM $ dollar sign $
NNPS proper noun, plural Carolinas # pound sign #
PDT predeterminer all, both “ left quote ‘ or “
POS possessive ending ’s ” right quote ’ or ”
PRP personal pronoun I, you, he ( left parenthesis [, (, {, <
PRP$ possessive pronoun your, one’s ) right parenthesis ], ), }, >
RB adverb quickly, never , comma ,
RBR adverb, comparative faster . sentence-final punc . ! ?
RBS adverb, superlative fastest : mid-sentence punc : ; ... – -
RP particle up, off

Figure 9.1 Penn Treebank part-of-speech tags (including punctuation).

Parts-of-speech are generally represented by placing the tag after each word,
delimited by a slash, as in the following examples:
(9.1) The/DT grand/JJ jury/NN commented/VBD on/IN a/DT number/NN of/IN

other/JJ topics/NNS ./.
(9.2) There/EX are/VBP 70/CD children/NNS there/RB
(9.3) Preliminary/JJ findings/NNS were/VBD reported/VBN in/IN today/NN

’s/POS New/NNP England/NNP Journal/NNP of/IN Medicine/NNP ./.
Example (9.1) shows the determiners the and a, the adjectives grand and other,

the common nouns jury, number, and topics, and the past tense verb commented.
Example (9.2) shows the use of the EX tag to mark the existential there construction
in English, and, for comparison, another use of there which is tagged as an adverb
(RB). Example (9.3) shows the segmentation of the possessive morpheme ’s a pas-
sive construction, ‘were reported’, in which reported is marked as a past participle
(VBN). Note that since New England Journal of Medicine is a proper noun, the Tree-
bank tagging chooses to mark each noun in it separately as NNP, including journal
and medicine, which might otherwise be labeled as common nouns (NN).

Corpora labeled with parts-of-speech like the Treebank corpora are crucial train-
ing (and testing) sets for statistical tagging algorithms. Three main tagged corpora
are consistently used for training and testing part-of-speech taggers for English (see
Section 9.7 for other languages). The Brown corpus is a million words of samplesBrown
from 500 written texts from different genres published in the United States in 1961.
The WSJ corpus contains a million words published in the Wall Street Journal inWSJ

1989. The Switchboard corpus consists of 2 million words of telephone conver-Switchboard
sations collected in 1990-1991. The corpora were created by running an automatic

Based    on    Mr.    Trump    ’s    boasting    and    gaudy    lifestyle    ,    

Mr.    Wallach    imagined    he    would    soon    be    leading    impressive    

construction    projects    around    the    globe    .

Tag these two sentences, using the PTB tagset below.  Don’t bother with 
punctuation, but tag all other tokens.

CS585 In-class exercise, 10/4/2016    Name: _________________________________________

Lolol    idk    why    everyone    is    just    now    getting    freaked    out    by    

clowns    ,    we    've    had    Trump    running    for    president    for    a    

while    now    ??


